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MEDLIFE AND CONPET JOIN THE PROJECT INVESTINGROMANIA.COM 

 The two companies are included in the first informational engine dedicated to the Romanian capital 
market, after being previously included in BET index  

 Ludwik Sobolewski, BVB CEO: MedLife and CONPET join the prodigious group of companies meeting 
the highest standards as regards to their communication with the investors  

 InvestingRomania.com now includes 15 companies listed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange  

Companies MedLife (M) and CONPET (COTE), which were included in BET index three months ago, are now part of the 
InvestingRomania.com project, the first informational engine dedicated to investors launched by the Bucharest Stock 
Exchange (BVB) and AGERPRES.  

Following the decision to include MedLife and CONPET in InvestingRomania.com, the investors will gain access to 

AGERPRES news, the analysts’ reports on these companies and will be able to use the stock picker, a tool allowing them 

to compare multiple trading and financial indicators. CONPET has the transport through pipelines and by rail of the 

domestic and import crude, rich gas, condensate and liquid ethane to the refineries as core business and Medlife is the 

largest private healthcare services provider in Romania. 

„MedLife and CONPET join the prodigious group of companies included in InvestingRomania.com that meet the highest 

standards as regards to their communication with the investors. Shortly after launch, this portal has gained appreciation 

and followers both locally and internationally from individual investors and institutional ones alike,” says Ludwik 

Sobolewski, CEO of BVB.  

The selection of the companies included in this project is done very thoroughly, BVB CEO says. „For a company to be 
featured on InvestingRomania.com, the Bucharest Stock Exchange took into account a number of criteria such as reporting 
through the new IRIS system, both in Romanian and in English, good corporate governance, and coverage by at least two 
financial analysts,” explains Sobolewski.  

InvestingRomania.com includes relevant content from the Romanian capital market using four sources of information: 
AGERPRES news, analysis and estimates of financial analysts, current and periodic reports submitted to the Bucharest 
Stock Exchange and news coming from listed companies. Since its launch on April 11th, the portal has been visited by 
over 35,000 users who had accessed more than 100,000 pages. One-third of visitors is made up of people aged between 
25 and 34. Most views came from Romania, followed by Poland, UK, Germany and US.  
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The portal InvestingRomania.com was developed by Bucharest Stock Exchange. It is owned and maintained by BVB and 
its scope is to serve as a complex specific source of information for all the investors in the capital market, about the 
companies that are listed on the regulated market and the alternative trading system managed by BVB, on the basis of 
information, analyses and documents uploaded by third parties who have agreed to provide information on the portal, 
including: listed companies, collaborators of BVB, including analysts of brokerage companies and banking institutions.  
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